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                            Original Equipment

                            We leverage 140+ years of automotive heritage to serve our OEM customers, who trust us to deliver safe, comfortable braking. 
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                            Passenger Cars

                            We provide brake friction products to the world's largest vehicle manufacturers, earning their trust by delivering exceptionally reliable and high-quality products that ensure safety on global roads.
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                            Commercial Vehicles

                            Together with vehicle and brake manufacturers, TMD Friction engineers develop and test brake friction products that fulfil the highest requirements regarding comfort, performance and wear expectancy.
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                                    Aftermarket Friction Experts

                    We offer the broadest range of aftermarket brands in the industry serving any customer requirement and budget. Our brand portfolio ranges from budget over standard up to premium.
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                            Racing Performance

                            Our racing brake products are shaped by over a century’s expertise, and trusted by strong partner teams globally. 
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                            Pagid racing

                            Numerous world championship titles, race wins and podium results have been secured with Pagid Racing brake performance. 
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                            Mintex racing

                            With a winning formula stretching back to the 1920s, Mintex Racing brake pads deliver proven performance on a daily basis. 
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                                    About us

                    Discover what makes TMD Friction the world’s number one friction expert. Explore our iconic history, our guiding principles and our unifying mission as a business. Find out about our unique customer focus and our commitment to quality, innovation, legislation and sustainability. 
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                            Careers

                            We offer rewarding careers for every skillset and every level of experience, whether you’re just getting started in your career or a senior executive.
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                            Vacancies

                            TMD Friction seeks the brightest and best talent to help us grow and succeed as a global business.
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                            Culture

                            As a global company, TMD Friction has a rich and diverse culture.
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                            TMD Friction is a global business.

                            View our locations
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